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Reference: MOHAMMAD NADER BARNIEH

It is with great pleasure that I write this letter of recommendation for Mohammad Nader
Barnieh. I've known Mohammad for almost three years as his academic quality controller, so I
have learned sufficiently about him and about his potential.

Mohammad is highly motivated and reliable student who is undeterred by the breadth of
his responsibilities or academic demands. Deadlines are met without exception and his work and
study habits are excellent. His grades have been consistently above the class average in all of his
courses. He is very committed to his studies, participating very proactively in classroom
discussion, and debating very convincingly and always basing his arguments on objective,
detached evidence. He has an analytical, enquiring mind and his teachers all report that he
respects and absorbs others' opinions before projecting his own.

Mohammad is an extremely respectful young man, who follows the rules. He is a good
listener and critical thinker when suitably prompted and aptly encouraged to do his work.
He is a warm-hearted and good-natured young man who demonstrates great depth of character
and inner strength. As a result, he is highly regarded by students and teachers alike. One of
Mohammad's most admirable qualities is his willingness to listen to advice and accept criticism.
He is also highly passionate and invested in sports. He was a member of the school's basketball
team participating in local tournaments. He is also really passionate about swimming and
participated in many tournaments.

Therefore, I do recommend Mohammad to any undergraduate program he may choose to
apply to. I think he would make a great addition to any student body, and we are confident that
he would make any college proud to have had him enrolled.

Sincerely,

Ahmad Khodor

Academic Quality Controller
ahmadkhodor@aisriyadh.sabis.net
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